
DEMETRIOS OF PHALERON AND HIS LAWGIVING 

I. BACKGROUND 

Demetrios of Phaleron was bred in the main tradition of Athenian ethical and 
political philosophy. Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Theophrastos: that was his pedigree. 
Though not as great as his own teacher and friend Theophrastos, Demetrios was a 
worthy pupil, talented, extremely productive, and varied in his scholarly interests.' 
Had he done nothing but write the books which he wrote, he would have reflected 
credit on the Peripatos. He did not, however, confine himself to a contemplative life; 
and in the world of action he surpassed his teachers. Their record in actual con- 
temporary politics notoriously, and perhaps naturally, adds up to very little. Socrates 
set an example or two of rectitude in action, and otherwise abstained from politics. 
Plato ineffectually and Aristotle perhaps more importantly exerted some influence, 
outside Athens, through pupils and friends. Theophrastos, so far as we know, merely 
administered the school. These philosophers are remembered mostly for their philoso- 
phy. Demetrios ruled Athens. In all antiquity he was the most accomplished philoso- 
pher actually to rule a state. 

A second reason why Demetrios should be taken seriously as a ruling political 
philosopher is the resources behind him. Theophrastos had made a collection of laws 

NOTE. In the course of preparing a paper in the School at Athens in 1933, Mr. Richard Bacon 
asked Mr. Dow his opinion about the restoration of I.G., II2, 1201, line 11. It was impossible at 
that time to prepare a study of what had seemed at once (rightly or wrongly) to be the inevitable 
restoration. The problem was assigned to Mr. Travis in a course in epigraphy given at Harvard 
in 1936. When he arrived independently at the same result, collaboration was agreed upon, and 
a first draft was prepared. Since that time, several revisions have enabled us to take advantage 
of various recent publications, especially Athenian Studies in Honor of W. S. Ferguson (Harv. 
Stud. Class. Philol., Suppl. I, 1940), which contains Dr. H. Bloch's related paper on the Nomoi 
of Theophrastos (pp. 355-376). We shall refer to W. S. Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens (London: 
Macmillan, 1911) as H. A. Professor Ferguson has offered helpful suggestions. To Dr. Bloch 
we owe much in Part IV. We are grateful also to Professor Stanley B. Smith of Bowdoin College 
for the photograph of the stone, and to Dr. John H. Young, then Norton Fellow of Harvard 
University, for a squeeze and description of the Eleusis base. The works mentioned in the footnotes 
will make other studies accessible. D. Cohen, " De Demetrio Phalereo," Mnemnosyne, LIV, 1926, 
pp. 88-98 (" continuabitur "), is summary. 

1 Demetrios a pupil of Theophrastos: Diog. Laert., V, 39 and 75; Cicero, De off., I, 1; De fin., 
V, 19, 54; Brutus, 9, 37; and probably of Aristotle also: W. S. Ferguson, Klio, XI, 1911, p. 268. 
Demetrios one of the most " productive " Peripatetics of his day: Diog. Laert., V, 80. Variety of 
interests: ibid. (titles of his works). The most learned of the ten orators in the Attic canon: 
Cicero, Brutus, 37; cf. De orat., I, 95; De rep., II, 1. 
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and had wIritteln a work, No6uot,2 which " was as epoch-making as that of Aristotle on 
Politics." 3 Our understanding and appreciation of the Laws of Theophrastos has 
recently been enlarged and deepened.4 The entire resources of the best century of 
Greek political thinking, and a vast collection of materials on comparative law and 
institutions, were available to Demetrios, not only through his own education and 
researches-Denietrios' own works (in fra, p. 154) prove this-but also through the 
presence of ITheophrastos. Theophrastos was in Athens during the entire decade of 
Denmetrios' ruile, and wre know that Demetrios set Theophrastos up as a citizen and 
land-owner, providing the school with a plant of its own.5 It is altogether probable 
that Theophrastos had a considerable share in drawing up the code which Demetrios 
proniulgated. The code of Demetrios "was based particularly on the investigations 
of his teacher." 6 

The best account of Demetrios will be found in Chapter II of Ferguson's 
Hellenistic 4thelis. Since that chapter was written, the number of extant inscriptions 
bearing on the date of Demetrios' code has doubled, and the new texts definitely con- 
firm Ferguson's original observations and date (in fra, pp. 159-165). Knowledge of 
how to deal vvith inscriptions has also increased. Historians have been misled, we 
believe, by epigraphists in regard to the title of Demetrios as lawgiver. The evidence, 
properly construed, seems to us to favor the notion that he chose the correct title 
(in fta, pp. 153-156). 

II. TIHE ELEUSIS BASE AND THE GENERALSHIPS 

The inscription I.G., 112, 2971 is currently dated in such a way as to make 
Demetrios necessarily a o-rpa-r-y0' in the very years when, as we shall see, he was 
composing the code (317/6-316/5 B.C.).7 If this is correct, the problem of what title 

2 On the title, see Bloch, loc. cit., p. 357, note 4. 
Fergtfson, H.A., p. 40. Bloch, loc. cit., pp. 355-376. 5 Ferguson, 1J.A., p. 60. 

6Ferguson, H.A., p. 40; Klio, XI, 1911, p. 268. From Aristotle Demetrios got the idea of 
nomnophylakes, gynaikonomtoi, and the abolition of agonistic liturgies (H.A., pp. 44, 45, 57). 
Demetrios failed to follow Theophrastos' prescription that all transfers of real property should be 
registered with the state ([H.A., p. 43), btut even from what is known of' Theophrastos' No+uot and 
Demetrios' code, many close connections can be made out (Ferguson, Kijo, XI, 1911, p. 270). 
In fact the tradition behindi many laws of Demiietrios can be traced back through the philosophers 
(or directly) to Solon. 

7The common opinion is that Demetrios was general duirilng many of -the years 318/7-308/7. 
A. Krause, Attische Strategenlisten (diss. Jena, pub. Weimar, 1914) enters Demetrios under the 
years 318/7-315,/4 (p. 23), but his commiiiientary is cautious (p. 60). W. W. Tarn, C'auThb. Anc. 
Hist., VI (1933), p. 496: " He himself regularly held the office of general till 309." (G. Glotz), 
P. Roussel, (R. Cohen), Histoire grecque, IV, 1 (1938), p. 326, says that Demetrios was " officially 
[in Athens] strategos." For the similar view of Ileuss, infra, p. 152, note 26. In one year, 308/7, 
later than the period involved primarily in the present study, Demetrios was certainly a general 
(Polyaenus, TV, 7, 6). 
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he bore as lawgiver is virtually settled: the title was o-rpar-qy6s. If it is not correct, 
the title might still have been o-rparpny`,. btut other terms must also be considered. 

I.G., 112, 2971 
Not stoichedon 

in fronte: 

AO-qvactiV ot TETWayFLEVOL, VFTO TOV &71/OV 

Ev 'EXvo-&Tt Ka" :llavcaKIT Kctt E7TL 'T?v)t ro"v 
o-rpacr-7y0v zAq',rptov T?avoo-rparov (PacrqpE'a 

oE(r/Eavtco-avcrESg Arq,mqrpt Kat KopEL acVEOqKav. 

in coronis: 

5 'A%vati%)V 'AO%va tiv 'A Oq vati(0v r /3ovXj 
c c c c' t~o g OL TIETa7/J.E Ot TETa-y/LE Ot TETa O oryLos 

vot 'EXEVUZvt 10 vot 4ju Ha 'y1Evot -71-apx 

VaKT(Ot 15 E7r bPVXIEt uaVTa 

20 4 f3ovXr 
\ 

80ovx\j f /3ovX\j ot VMrMrs 

o or1Uos 25 o 6r &oos o Or3 t7r7rap 

(TTpaTrj 0TpaTr- 30 0TpaTr x,O-avTa 

yru(avVTa y'4arVTa y-4oavTa 

:4Wfft)OSEo 'AOqva'to- Ero trqoE 

in latere sinistro: in latere dextro: 

35 llavaOr 'EXEvot 40 A 'Xta 'EptaZa 
vata Ta LEya vtot appyaTt appuaTt 

Xa dp/avt 

The inscription is cut on a base at Eleusis which once bore a statue of Demetrios. 
Every letter is preserved. It tells us that as general Demetrios has been crowned 
once each by the garrisons in Eleusis, Panakton, and Phyle, and three times by the 
Boule and Denmos. Possibly this means that the statue and base were erected toward 
the end of a fourth year as general.8 More likely the correct number is three, but the 
exact figure is immaterial.9 

The base also records a victory in the Delia. Athens lost Delos in 314 B.C., and 
it has commonly been supposed that in their bitterness the Athenians thereafter omitted 
mention of festivals held in Delos; hence the generalships would necessarily fall in 

8 On the supposition that the garrisons would crown a general during his year of office, the 
Boule and Demos only after its expiration. Otherwise only three terms need be represented. 
Hitherto the number has universally been taken to be four. 

9 The Boule and DIemos had crowned him also as hipparchos (lines 16-19), as had the cavalry 
(lines 32-34). No one has claimed, though it is possible theoretically, that these two awards were 
for different terms. 
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the three years, 317/6-315/4, immediately preceding the loss of Delos." The assump- 
tions underlying this reasoning apparently have never been examined. The con- 
tention is simply that the revolt of Delos distressed the Athenians (which is doubtless 
true) ; that in their distress any mention of a Delian festival was repugnant (which 
is a different and more doubtful assumption) ; and further, that they would go so far 
as to omit mention of a victory by an Athenian, at the Delia, thus in effect depriving 
him of an agonistic crown, though he had only two others (an assumption which 
seems to us quite improbable)." 

In view of the.report that 360 statues of Demetrios were set up,12 it has also been 
assumed that the wvhole series of some 360 statues, or at least the preserved base, was 
set up in the period of Demetrios' rule, 31817-30817, and that the preserved base 
records nothing but honors granted in that period. Our first positive report about 
Demetrios is that he began his political career in 3254.`13 The year when he was 
hipparchos was dotlbtless not long before 325/4, since he was still young in 317. In 
32312, already prominent, he was sent as one of the ambassadors to Antipater and 
Krateros,14 and in 31.8 a death sentence by the democrats 15 again attests his promi- 

10 W. S. Ferguson, f.H.S., XXX, 1910, pp. 192, 208. 
11 In any case, the Athenians did not feel so strongly in the matter that they troubled to excise 

mention of the Delia on the base. The names of festivals could be excised: for example, I.G., VII, 
47 (Megara). Delos was lost to Athens with the remainder of the empire in 405, but the great 
Athenian sacrificial calendar which was part of the revised code completed in 401 contained speci- 
fications of sacrifices to be offered in Delos (S. Dow, forthcoming publication). 

E. Bikerman, " Sur les batailles navales de Cos et d'Andros," Rev. et. anc., XL, 1938, p. 373, 
states: " La concurrence politique n'empechait pas, en general, de cultiver les relations d'ordre 
religieux." His instances prove that such split relationships did exist, whether " en general " or not. 
One instance bears directly on the point at hand: "Pourtant, meme les Atheniens, qui avaient 
administre eux-inemmes le temple d'Apollon pendalnt leur domination a Delos, n'ont pas ose se 
de&tourner du dieu quiand 'l'ile la plus sainte' se fut affranchie de leur tutelle. Le vaisseau de -fete 
qu'e quipent les fils de Cecrops continuait d'aborder annuellement, le rivage de Delos independante " 
(references in his footnote). The other instances support the general proposition, except perhaps 
that involving the troublesome problem of the Delphic Soteria of the 240's (cf. G. Daux, " Athenes 
et Delphes," H.S.C.P., Suppl. I, 1940, p. 52). 

Within about a generation after they had lost their prosperity to the Athenians, the Rhodians 
could nevertheless crown an Athenian athlete (Hesperia, IV, 1935, p. 87). Whether Demetrios, 
regent of Athens, could have, or would have, competed in Delos soon after 314 B.C. is, we admit, 
another qtuestion. We think not: such an action would have political and perhaps military aspects. 

12 Strabo, IX, 1 20 (398); Plut., lloXtrtK' rapayXyfAara (Prae. ger. reip.), 27 (820 E): Diog. 
Laert., V, 5, 1. The actual numiber of statues set up was doubtless far less than 360. Even admitting 
a general destruction of them in 307/6 (which the Eleusis base escaped completely and alone), 
we should have fragments of more, if there had been anvthing like 360. There is no reason to doubt 
that they were numerous, perhaps several dozen. For Hadrian about 100 inscriptions, mostly bases, 
are preserved (Gnomon, XI, 1935, p. 636). 

3 Diog. Laert., V, 75: apeaoOat S' avrOv S woXrdaCTEt'a - -7OTIE 4vy}wv 'AAXtavSpov etL ASOvas 
KE 'Ap7rao. For the date, Ccamb. Anc. Hist., VI, p. 450 note and references. 

14 Demetrius, HlEp't 'EpIav , 289. 15 PlUt., Phoc., 35; Nepos, Phoc., 3-4. 
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F'ig. 1. tThe Decree from Aixone, I.G., JJ2, 1201 (a) with a Photograph 
f rom the Squ1eeze, Reversed (b ) 
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lence. In short, he was one of the leaders of Athens, and consequently was doubtless 
a general,'6 in all or most of the seven years 325/4-319/8. Obviously the base records 
all the crowns, military, agonistic, and civil, won by him down to the date of the 
inscribing. It is highly improbable that Demetrios received no crown between the 
award for his conduct of a hipparchia in some year before 32312 and the crown for 
a (hypothetical but probable) generalship in 318/7. Whether or not the statue was 
actually set up early in his ten-year period of rule is immaterial. That it was not set 
up late in that period is proved by the comparatively small number of crowns: a man 
who could be reputed later to have received 360 stattues wotild receive more than three 
crowns fronm the Boule and Demos. 

In stm, the base I.G., 112, 2971 does not establish what office or offices Demetrios 
held either in 317/6 or in 316/5. His title as lawgiver may still have been o-rpaTnqy6s, 
but the Eletisis base offers no proof one way or the other. 

III. FORIMER RESTORATIONS IN THE DECREE OF AIXONE 

The title wh0iich Demetrios bore as lawgiver was once authoritatively given in a 
decree of the deme of Aixone in honor of Demetrios (Fig. 1). The beginning of this 
decree is somewhat mutilated, btut the stoichedon order provides a control over 
restorations.'" 

I. G., 12, 1201 
Stoichedon 33 

[e] E 0 i 
['Ap-TroK ] pa6rr,s 'Apto-ro(afvov ELITEV EITEL8 

[-) A? ,Tp ] tog cavoo-rpa'rov DaAX7)pEvs a-v p 
[E&-TwV ay] aos' ITEpt r'OV 8-3,.ov rTov 'A6-zvaico 

5 Lv KaiL rov 8] a ov rTiv AlevE'av Kai IToXE4y [ ov] 

[yEvopE'vo]]V Elv Tel XwpaL Kai XCOpcO&EVT[wv T] 

[ov llEtpaut]s Kai rov aor'Eos V&a row [IToAXE/ 
ov ITpEr,/3EVo-]ag E'X1VO-E 'AO-vaiov[s Kait TEa] 

Xt1v E'7Tav 'ya ]yEV ELs To avro KaL EL [p-rqv-V IT] 

1.0 [apEo-KEVao-E `A] O?7vaLOLS Kai TEl X&J [pat Kai] 

[ .a9 ai al]pEOEis i%7T rTo 8&'/to[v rov 'AO] 
[-qvakt)V v4w1v ] s E'O6qKEV KaX [oV] S [Kalt ov(UZ'p] 

[ovras TEL '7TOXE] tl VO-rEpo [v 8E& ? 

16 As in the fifth century, the leader of the state was still normally a general. Phokion was 
general forty-five times (Plut., Phoc., VIII). The only year in which Demetrios is positively known 
to have been general is 308/7 (Polyaenus, IV, 7, 6). 

17 The crucial restorations are by Wilhelnm. References to this and to all other former editions 
are in I.G., II, 584 and in I.G., II2, 1201, which has an addendum (p. 672) on lines 9-10; nu-movable 
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For the nine-space gap at the beginning of line 11, four different restorations 
have hitherto been advocated. These four titles have three aspects in common: each 
of the four is applied to Demetrios (though not to him specifically as lawgiver) by 
one or more ancient literary sources of one sort or another; 1none of the sources how- 
ever gives the title to Demetrios specifically in his capacity as lawgiver; and none of 
the four titles by itself denotes or connotes lawgiving. We may consider them in 
ascending order of plausibility, adding for completeness a fifth and sixth, which in 
this order belong first and second. 

eE$MOeETH$ (10 letters). Too long, embodying an antiquated conception of 
the office, and in fact never advocated as a restoration by modern scholars, this title 
ftulfills only one requirement: the xvord by itself has the right sort of meaning. 

ANAFPAOET$ (10 letters). Like the preceding, this term could only be restored 
on the assumption of an egregious error of the letter-ctitter, such as the omission of 
a letter or the croxvding of twAo letters into one space; and in fact no one has ever 
advocated restoring avaypaWEvg. Yet the term had long been the proper term for the 
elected redactor of a law code in Athens, and it should at least be mentioned here as 
f ulfilling that important requirement for anv restoration."' 

EIIIMEAHTH$ (10 letters). There can be no reasonable doubt that the official 
title of Demetrios as regent of Athens under Miacedon was E?VYpA-qrs rg 7T6'XEW9. 

This is the title given in an apparently authentic summary of the terms which Kas- 
sandros made with the Athenians when the city virtually surrendered to him in the 

is absent also before alpha in line 8, but present before a palatal mute in line 12. The first letter 
of line 3 seems to have a stroke at the top, as if to make (erroneously) a tau; but the whole groove 
may be merely part of a water trickle which continues the dubious stroke in both directions. For 
the important lines 11-12, only one alternative restoration has ever been made (Koehler's; adopted 
in Hicks, Michel, and ed. 2 of Dittenberger) ; it ran thus in Dittenberger: 

1 
[ewtr6+ST-qr 

alp] dl { roi3 T [OV - -- ava] 

12 [OyjiaTa -av] E%KEV KaX [XlUTa -?--- ] 
13 L -- K]aLt {TEpOV [I--------- 

This restoration has been abandoned in Dittenberger, ed. 3 (no. 318), and universally, in favor 
of Wilhelm's; rightly, in view of the new sigma read by us at the beginning of line 12-a faint 
trace but in precisely the right position. In line 13 the alpha and nu were simple errors: no editor 
who has examined the stone reports seeing either, except that the otherwise very faulty copy by 
Pittakys includes the nu. 

The preserved dimensions suggest a stele large enough for as many as 20 more lines of text 
(cf. Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 143). The content of these lines, apart from the usual formulae of 
payment, etc., can only be conjectured. No other preserved decree of a deeme honors any known 
leader of the state, and it may be doubted whether the Aixoneis had any particular reason of their 
own for so doing. Perhaps they decreed, in the part now missing, a statue to Denmetrios on the 
ground of his services to the state as a whole-one of the numerous statues mentioned in the 
literary evidence. 

18 See further infra, p. 158. 
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spring of 317, and Demetrios came into power. Demetrios was chosen by Kassandros 
under an article of the treaty which stated that he wATas to select one Athenian to be 
EVTt/JLEX-q)1 r77 VoAXEWS.19 

Considering EWqEX-q,7pr-q as a restoration in I.G., III, 1201, we note first of all that 
it exceeds by one letter the number of letter-spaces available for restoration, but 
Wilhelm 20 observed that in line 6 the iota of X,y)plto0EvT[aw] stands not in a stoichos, 
but midway between the twvo adjacent stoichoi in which rho and sigma are accurately 
placed. He suiggested that the mason sometimes preferred to carve iota-the uniquelv 
thin letter of the Greek alphabet-between stoichoi; hence EVt,EX-qr nj might be restored, 
on the assumption that the iota was carved, not in one of the nine available spaces, 
but between the second and third of them. Recently, moreover, R. P. Austin 21 has 
pointed out that " the instances of the grouiping of iota wAith another letter are so 
numerous that it would be pointless to attempt a list of them." Clearly the restoration 
of VE'KtPE-q cannot be excluded on spacial grounds alone. Yet the total number of 
iotas cut outside their stoichoi is proportionately small. In several years we have come 
across less than a dozen significant instances: certainly fewer iotas than one in a 
htundred, perhaps fewer than one in a thousand, are misplaced. In the present in- 
scription 24 iotas preserved on the stone are in their proper stoichoi. Only the one 
is otutside. Hence there is a definite " epigraphical " presumption against restoring 
E7TtfLEXTyrr7g. 

Apart from arguments about space, that restoration must be considered also 
in its constittutional aspect. As we havre seen, the excellent account in Diodorus states 
clearly that Demetrios was chosen by Kassandros, xvhereas the inscription is equally 
clear in sayin- that in hlis capacity as lawgivrer Demetrios was elected by the Demos 
of the Athenians. On this ground the restoration E`TLEXIqr- is virtually excluded, as 
Ferguson rightly affirmed.22 The only possible defense for it would be a theory that 
Demetrios was elected to the non-Athenian office of ETVLEXIq7/I by the Athenians as 
well as being appointed to that position by Kassandros. This procedure would be 
farcical and no one has stuggested it. 

HPOITATHI (9 letters). Among the nine-letter titles which have been stuggested, 
Vrpoor6ar-qS was used regfularly. as by Aristotle, to denote the leading man of the state. 
The title wvas thus appropriate as a general designation of the position occupied by 
Demetrios in the years 318/7-308/7, and it is not surprising to find that Demochares 

19 Diodorus Siculus again mentions the title Ew7rLpEk-T in XX, 45, 2. Modern authorities agree 
in accepting this: Ferguson, Tarn, Roussel (see note 7, supra) ; and H. Bengtson, Die Strategie 
in der hellenistischen Zeit, I (MAunich, 1937), pp. 54, 91. For the view of Heuss, see infra, 
p. 152, note 26. 

20 Gott. gel. Anz"., CLXV, 1903, p. 784. 
21 The Stoichedon Style in Greek Inscriptions (Oxford, 1938), p. 38. 
22 H.A., p. 47, note 5. 
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(in Polybius, XII, 13, 9) speaks of Demetrios as irpooc{rpa/r in this period. But the 
position of wrpomrd&-q was notoriously quite outside the constitution. It seems to us 
doubtful whether it would even have occurred to an Athenian that a man might be 
"elected " IrpoO-ia-6ns. 

EIIJNTATHI (9 letters). Two literary sources, both obviously not striving fol 
accuracy, apply this term or a derivative to Demetrios.23 It was the common designa- 
tion of rulers of Greek cities under MIacedon.24 There is, however, no special reason 
why it should be applied to Demetrios in line 11 of the decree of Aixone,25 and of 
course the constitutional reason is decisive against it (supra, s. v. E"tLEXp-qT). In any 
case, a man who had just been appointed epimeletes would hardly be elected epistactes. 

$TPATHT'O` (9 letters). The most plausible restoration hitherto discussed, and 
the most strongly supported,26 is or-pa-r-qyo6. The principal consideration in its favor 
has been the argument, already discussed, which tries to show that Demetrios must 
have been general in 317/6. 'We have noticed, however, that the first election of 
Demetrios to a generalship was almost certainly before 317/6. Hence the decree of 
Aixone woould hardly emphasize his being elected general as late as 317/6; general- 
ships would have been mentioned earlier in the decree, if tenure of that office were a 
remarkable fact.27 

23 Diodorus Sicultis, XX, 45, 4 (using only the verb); Strabo, IX, 378. 
24 Heuss, Stadt, pp. 31-36, 59-61; Ferguson, H.A., p. 47, note 3; and references. 
25 The only scholar who advocated this restoration, U. Koehler (I.G., II, 584), did so with 

hesitation; Kirchner deferred to his authority in P.A., 3455. 
26 The prime advocate of or-paTqyo" was De Sanctis (Studi di storia antica, II, p. 15, note 1, 

and p. 16, note 1; cf. Ferguson, H.A., p. 47, note 5). Heuss (Stadt und Herrscher des Hellenismus 
[Klio, Beitrage zur alten Geschichte, Beiheft 39, N. F. 26; Leipzig, 1937], pp. 53-57, esp. p. 54, 
note 1) interprets the wording of the Athenian treaty with Kassandros (KaTarTrTat 8' EIrCpEXqTrV'q 

Try woA'XEw3 Eva av8pa 'AOrpia(ov Ov av 8O'e Kaoa'v8ppO Ka't jqppEOq T-q pio' O daXrpEv') thus: "The 
Athenians were to invest with power as governor of the city a single person, an Athenian citizen, 
whomever Kassandros should select; to this position Demetrios was elected." In other words, the 
man of Kassandros' choice was elevated to power by the Athenians through formal election. Though 
this may possibly have happened, it is not to be found in the Greek. KaTau-crat does not necessarily 
mean " elect," and j'ppOrq has always been interpreted as meaning "chosen [by Kassandros]." Heuss 
goes on to define the office which the Athenians voted to Demetrios. It was not the position of 
(E7,ttEX'tpT', since that was not an Athenian office and since in the treaty the word wrCxEX?yiT-, according 
to Heuss, is used in a non-technical sense. Rather, Demetrios was elected (rTpaTrqyO's: " Seinen 
offiziellen Titel hatte er von dem Amt, zu dem er Jahr fur Jahr gewahlt wurde; er war r-TpaTyyo'3. 

So steht es in den 6ffentlichen Urkunden." The " 6ffentliche Urkunden" upon which Heuss relies 
are, of course, I.G., JJ2, 2971 and 1201. 

The general thesis of Heuss is doubtless sound. In the Hellenistic world the, Macedonian 
overlords controlled the individual city-states through the constitutional machinery already estab- 
lished in those states. A governor usually had his henchmen (or even himself) elected to the 
controlling offices of the city-state and thus was able to rule constitutionally. The forms were 
observed even though garrisons were present. But that Heuss should attempt to make Demetrios 
serve to illustrate this thesis is unfortunate. 

27 Since about the middle of the fourth century, five of the generals had been elected to specific 
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IV. A. RESTORATION NOT HTTHERTO ADVOCATED 

NOMOeETH$ (9 letters). If Demetrios h-ad been an unschooled adventurer of 
the type of many fourth-century tyrants and condottieri, there would be no point to 
the present study. Such a person, if he gave laws at all, would naturally impose his 
law code without weighing carefully the constitutional and political implications of 
the various titles which he might adopt to denote his office as lawgiver. In fact he 
would probablv give laws simply by virtue of whatever office he already held- 
" general " or " superintendent "-without adopting any special title appropriate for 
a lawgiver. This is really what has often been assumed with regard to Demetrios. 
The assumption has been tacit, and we are not convinced that attention has ever been 
focussed upon I)recisely this aspect.28 

Surely no argument is needed to prove that the basis of this assumption is in- 
correct. We have noted howv closely he followed his teachers when he drew up his 
code. Of all ancient lawgivers, none would be more inclined than Demetrios of 
Phaleron to select his title-or rather, to dignify himself by the proper " style"- 
as lawgiver. A scholar who had spent years in the Peripatetic School, who had doubt- 
less known Aristotle and who had been trained by Theophrastos; an antiquarian whose 
studies reached back to Solon; a researcher who had worked upon and added to the 
great Corpus of legal matter accumulated in the School would hardly contemplate, 
in this connection, such titles as " superintendent " or "general." The mere thought 
of such a gaucherie wouild have repelled him.29 

posts, among them the one brit TOV'S 0rXtra3. In the course of centuries this post eventually acquired 
as great prestige as any in the state. Whether in the time of Demetrios it carried special prestige 
is unknown,-probably it did, since Aristotle mentions it first ('AO. loX., 61),-but in any case 
Demnetrios could hardly have been elected hoplite general in a year when he was to give laws, since 
the sphere of the hoplite general was specifically foreign wars (ibid.). (The history of the general- 
ships was first made out by Ferguson, in Klio, IX, 1909, 314-323; summary in Busolt-Swoboda, 
Griech. Staiatskunde [Miillers Handbuch], Miinchen, 1926, pp. 1121-1124.) For what it is worth, 
we may note that it was not Demetrios but another general (Thymochares of Sphettos) who led 
an expedition against the pirate Glauketes in 315/4 B.C. (I.G., 112, 682) and again to aid Kassandros 
in 313/2; in that year Thymnochares- succeeded another Athenian general in command of a foreign 
expedition, one Aristoteles (H.A., pp. 50, 51). Of course Thymochares can have been among the 
five unassigned generals. Furthermore, since in one year Demetrios was honored by the garrisons, 
he was probably not hoplite general in that year, but rather UrTpaT yO dr' 'EXEAvoirov. 

Recently H. Bengtson has compared the position of Demetrios under Kassandros to that of 
Phokion under Antipatros (Die Strategic in der h.ellenistischen Zeit, T: M/inchener Beitrdge zur 
Papyrusforschung, XXVI [Miinchen, 1937], pp. 54, 91, 234). It is claimed that Phokion was 
hoplite general (Beloch, Gr. Gesch.2, IV, 1, p. 77), but this is merely an hypothesis. If it were 
true, it would not render more probable the notion that Demetrios gave laws as general in charge 
of foreign expeditions. Bengtson, however, does not deal with the lawgiving or with I.G., II2, 1201. 

28 Of course, if the assumption were correct, there would be no possibility, on our present 
evidence, of determining what title Demetrios held as lawgiver; and further, the title, if discovered, 
would give no helpful indication as to the spirit of the code as a whole. 

29 Recently two French scholars have characterized Demetrios and his work. Roussel says 
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Accordingly the possibility should at least be considered that Demetrios chose 
to be called vouoOE&Ts9.30 In the simple decree of Aixone it fits the space, the sense, 
and the wording [Kat vo1oEOrjT al] pEOEtS v'7w roV 87m [V rov 'A0'qicav voa'v ov 0 EO'AqKEV 

KaX[ov']s [Kav o-v/uE'povmra TErEt 7XE] t: for the 'wording, cf. Plato, Rep., 497 D, o vo/o- 
OET-ql --- o1v VoZVs ETiOEtLs. As the title of a work in five books describing his 
own lawgiving, Demetrios chose HEIpt rNs 'A6%vcrqo-t VOVOOEo-asi. His assumption of 
power was peaceful (Plut., Lyc., 23) and his ten years of supremacy seem to have 
been entirely free of strife and bloodshed. Demetrios was " mild, urbane, and con- 
ciliatory " (H.A., p. 54 A, as a puipil of Aristotle ought to be. Such changes as Demetrios 
made in the framework of the government-the limitation of the franchise to those 
possessing 1000 drachmai (the upper four-sevenths of the population), the creation 
of voLo/XvAaKEg and yvvatKolv6kot--xvwere conservative.32 His constitution was doubtless 
put forward as beingy Kacra' -a a Ta6rpta.3" He could even claim to have restored the 
democracy; " and actually in admitting to citizenship persons who possessed more 
than 1000 drachmai, Demetrios had gone below the zeugite limit (2000) which the 
oligarchy of 322-319 had set (H.A., p. 25). His own great interest in a new code 
for Athens is proved by the fact that it was the first big job he undertook after being 
established in power (in,fraI pp. 159,165). His seriousness in government is illustrated 

his legislation was inspired by a doctrinaire spirit (in G. Glotz, Hist. gr., IV, 1, p. 327) ; L. Robert 
cites Lykourgos and Demetrios as illustrating a current of traditionalism, of patriotic and religious 
archaism, in the last third of the fourth century B.C. (Etudes epiqr. et philol., p. 316). The view 
on Robert was already set forth in more detail by Ferguson (H.A., pp. 87, 102-103). Both char- 
acterizations have considerable validity. According to either, incorrectness in a title would be 
abhorrent to Demetrios. 

30 Ferguson admitted it as a possibility (H.A., p. 48). In 1877 R. Schoell suggested that 
Demetrios was officially votoOE'T-s during his whole rule (Comnmnentationes Philologae in hon. T. 
Moalmmisen, p. 470). Schoell does not mention the inscription. 

31 F. Gr. Hist.. 228! T, 1 and 11 =ODiog. Laert., V, 80, and Marcellinus, Vita Thucydidis, 32. 
Demetrios wrote six other works on laws and government (Diog. Laert., loc. cit., titles 2, 3, 4, 
5, 21, 32). 

32 Meritt has shown good reason for believing that the secretary named in decrees was not 
the one-year secretary of the Boule who for some three decades had been named in the preambles 
of decrees (this off-ice was abolished), but probably the secretary of the prytaneis, who of course 
changed with every prytany (Pritchett-Meritt, Chronology of Hellenistic Athens, pp. 1-7, esp. p. 7, 
note 24). This was a reversion to the practice of the years before 356/5. Pritchett and Meritt hold 
that the Priests of Asklepios continued throughout Demetrios' term to rotate in the regular tribal 
order: specific evidence is lacking, but there is no reason to doubt it (The Chronology of Hellenistic 
Athens, pp. 11, 75-76, 81). rhere is some evidence that under Demetrios the Secretaries of the 
Treasurers of Athena did not continue to rotate in the official order of the tribes (Ferguson, 
Treasurers of A4thena, p. 144, note 3). 

,3 The oligarchy of 322-319 had also claimed to govern according to the principles of Solon 
(Diodorus, XVIII, 18, 5; H.A., p. 25). 

Strabo (IX, 1, 20 = C 398) : AqyrTpoV TOV FaXypE'a --- O0 oV OVOV OV KaTEAVUE TqV T1j tOV 

Kpcrtav, aAAXa Ka' '7FrqvWpOwoXTE. S&qXOL S' T'- vlro/"vI7aTa, a vvEypaVE -7rEp T7rq 7rOXtTE`a3 Ta aVrTrq 'KEiVO 

[Demetrios]. 
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by the general tenor of his rule, by his rigid observance of the amnesty under which 
he began, and bv such particular circtumstances as his refrainino for seven years from 
holding the archonship.35 To the office as holder of which he gave laws, Demetrios 
was elected ( I ati]pEOEt6) by a body mhich the Aixoneis could call the " demos of the 
Athenians" (I.G., 112, 1201, lines 11-12). This of course was the ekklesia, which 
four-sevenths of the Athenians were eligible to attend. Yet the comparative inactivity 
of this body under Demetrios warns us that his title cannot be determined by general 
reasons alone.36 

Demetrios himself, in his Socrates, used the word VOtLO0ETC)V to describe his 
activity as lawgiver. The reference is to the mother and aunt of a poor grandson of 
Aristides: rT- 8& ,rrp- iat rK raTu-Ta a&XdqE f r48btoa ypd4aA [anrtPaO ] EIT-EUpo ro' 

kfloP Tpob'qr7 &6oivat rpta6,8oXov EKao-r7rj lq'Ppas. avToro IEVTrot OrlqOi 6 Aq4rpto 'oAo- 

OET&0v a-vmrt Tpwo0Xov 8paXl9<Av 7EKarEpqa raeat rwv yVVatK&JV (Plutarch, Aristides, 
XXVII, 3). 

H. Bloch has pointed out to us another reference which has escaped notice in 
this connection. It is a passage in the characterization of Demetrios which his fellow- 
student and enemy Duris has left tls. After presenting a picture of the extravagances 
of Demetrios, Duris continues: Kat o Tots aXAots TtOE'FLEVOS 6EO7LOV9 A\/)TPptOs Kat Tovg 

38tovg raTTWv avo1oOE'rT7OV EavTrc Tov /3tov KaTE0rKEvaWEv. Interest centers in the word 
avolloE&r)ToiV. In DDuris' time, this was a relatively new word. created by Plato in 
his later years to denote aspects of life which are not regtilated by legislation. It 
occurs in five passages in the Lawzs, one of which is the following: 0'(ort 7 8 tavoE-tTat 

AEO-Ul a" w o 0 a 
^ \ b 

E sOa VV / 
a ItoXEO-tO alTO#O)E(TOat 1)ov/ IT-? r a o&ota Kat Kotva avrovg xp- -qv iparromrag, rov 

E" 0001) GJ-ov'a' ayKT)lkqO OLETraL 8EL1'VE4O fct K KWTIEL-a ?7))/E pal 7 OITCEO 1 Of CTGtY orovavaK7} r70 olralOEl, eo_tav 8E" wKaromvetvat T-qv r)ystpav iNv ox 
av 6EXeA7I Kat "r lTav-'ra &a s TcdEWO v & yt"yvEO%Oat 8T O"E"OS & 'a 'vopoiE')a 
al) E u' ,-~'i s, s T ,UL , , POp w , , ^7 ^ 
8)yEtrat ra 7E &a ot),oOa EvEi-7TEtV avTorg V 8ta v0oyvCw, OVK OpuOcS utaVOELTat.38 

Tenure of Ihe archonship by Demetrios could be and doubtless was accomplished constitu- 
tionally by the absence or withdrawal of other candidates (W. S. Ferguson, A.J.P., LIX, 1938, 
p. 234). Along with several bits of scandalous gossip, Diogenes Laertius says Demetrios failed 
to appear in court when charged with murder. Was this a deliberate fiction intended to suggest a 
contrast with Peisistratos, who was said to have answered a similar summons (the accuser on that 
occasion tactfully absenting himself: Aristotle, 'AO. loA., 16) ? 

"I The only decrees which can now be assigned to the decade of Demetrios are I.G., I92, 450 
of 314/3, 451 of 313/2, 453 of 310/9, and probably 449 of 31817 (Pritchett-Meritt, Chronology 
of Hellenistic Athens, p. 1.). It must be remembered that these are decrees published; possibly 
many were passed, but Demetrios mnay have discouraged public monuments of marble as he did 
private, though to be sure the public stelae were cheap. It is also to be remarked that the ekklesia 
did continue to function. Making these allowances, however, we nmust surmise that legislative 
activity was less than under the pure democracy. 

37Jacoby, F. Gr. Hist., II, 76F 10. 
38 VI 780A. Ihe other four passages containing avo/oO5ep-os are VI 781A, 783B, 785A, and 

VIII 846C. All relate to the present argument. 
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Plato here enunciates the thesis that the legislator must not leave matters of private 
life JvoZto6E'?-qa, and it was just this doctrine of Plato's that Demnetrios followed in 
his sumptuary legislation. Duris' allusion is now clear. The legislator follows the 
teachings of his master in not leaving the private affairs of others a'vo1o&E'qr -r, but 
leads a life of his own which is wholly a'vo1io6E&rqrov. The important point is that 
Duris' use of this Platonic word (in place of e. g., a'volios) would have been without 
real meaning if Demetrios had not posed as the Platonic legislator incarnate and 
had not actually borne the title--suggested by the Platonic tradition-of voHtoO&Es. 
That Duris is punning on Demetrios' Athenian title is confirmed by the sentence which 
follows the passage quoted above: E"TEEXE'To 8E Kact 'rR o6fEi0, Trv' TE rptxa TrmV E) 

Trs KE4aX ^q %avPOdIoEVOq, KTA. Here Duris is surely indulging in a play on Demetrios' 
title as iVMacedonian overlord (Ei7tEX'r?p-s). Here too the element of contrast is strong 
and provides a sort of grim humor: the mighty E7rtEX-qr1-q expends his energies on 
the beautification of his person. If Duris' account contained only one of these words 
(i. e., avotoOE'rqro r or IIIEJtkEX6ZTO), we should perhaps hesitate before recognizing a 
double-entendre; but the presence of two, both of which gain real force only through 
such an interpretation, leaves no roonm for doubt. 

A certain tradition which reached Syncellus knewvT Demnetrios as a voZtoOE'rs: 

Syncellus writes: Arqtrrptos o IaAXqEpEvs E'yPpi4ETO rptros vo01LoOE'rr,s 'AO'v'qo-tv.39 In 
view of the evidence as a whole, it seems indubitable that the tradition seen in Syncellus 
preserved the technical title, and that in I.G., 112, 1201, line 11, the restoration should 
be vo1io0E'r-.40 

39 521; Corp. "'ist. Gr. Bvz., pp. 273B, 274D. Solon would certainly be one of the others, but 
the third cannot be precisely determined. Probably not Theseus: he was thought of as a founder 
of institutions, not as the author of a quotable code (Plut. Theseus, passim). Possibly Kleisthenes, 
although his measures may have been not vo4Lot but oy%ta/aTa in form (Wade-Gery, Class. Quart., 
XVII, 1933, pp. 20-21). Thought on this subject earlier was loose: Lvsias, XXX, 28 names Solon, 
Themistokles, and Perikles as the previous voLoOETat. Draco is of course the most plausible candidate: 
his OSEo-ot were a by-word for their severity. The traditional body of laws was thought of (Andocides, 
I, 81-82) as being the work of Draco and Solon, and indeed some (I.G., I2, 115) of Draco's code, 
reenacted in 411-401, stood in the Agora as part of the laws of Athens re-codified in those years. 
On the reputation of Draco, and on the names of lawgivers coupled with his name, see A. C. 
Schlesinger, Classical Philology, XIX, 1924, pp. 370-373. 

40 In Egypt later Demetrios again gave laws probably under the same title: vouo6Ewa-& Bpte 

(Aelian, III, 17). Some, probably many, of the laws which he promulgated in Egypt were the 
same as those which he had promulgated in Athens (Ferguson, Klio, XI, 1911, p. 276). 

In an article on " Die Nomotheten und die Legislative in Athen " (Klio, XXXI, 1938), 
Kahrstedt remarks (p. 5, note 3), " Wenn I.G. II2 1201, 11 if. Demetrios von Phaleron gerfihmt 
wird wegen der vo4L ovs ?'O KE, ist seine Stellung als Epimnelet von Athen und sein realer Einfluss 
auf die Gesetzgebung gemeint, keine Stellung als Nomothet, weder im Sinne des Solon noch in 
dem des 4. Jahrh.; Plut. Demetr. 24 ist davon die Rede, dass alle Erlasse des Poliorketen fur 
Athen Gesetzeskraft beka-men, sicher iibertrieben, was das formale Recht angeht, und ohne Bezug 
zu unsereni Thenia." About Poliorketes this pronouncement m-iay well be correct, but the alleged 
parallel between him and the Phalerian is surely imperfect. Poliorketes was worshipped as a god, 
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V. FACTORS IN CHOOSING THE TITLE 

Some reconstruction ought to be possible of the reasoning followed by Demetrios 
when he came to decide what title he should adopt as lawgiver. His desire was to 
conform to the best practice: very well, he had only to ask what title the great law- 
givers of the past had held, and to consult the usage established in more recent times. 
Assuredly an answer would be easy. 

Thesetis had been king, but 3ao-tXE>vs of course was out of the question. Aristotle 
believed that Draco had legislated as thesmothetes,4" but that title also now denoted 
an officer of different powers. Demetrios wrote an 'ApX6vrov avaypao4 42 and doubt- 
less he knew that Solon had held the office of (senior, eponymous) aipXtwV.43 The 
archonship, however, like the office of 3ao-tXEAvs and OE0-tLLOE'TTq9, likewise had long 
since ceased to have powers of this sort, and to rev7ive them wTould be equally revolu- 
tionary. As to what office, if any, wvas held by Kleisthenes, we do not know, and 
probably Demetrios too was ignorant. The best guess is perhaps that he held no office, 
but merely that he ptit forward his reforms as a private citizen, in the shape of 

tfnj)io-para.44 For Demetrios to have done so wvould probably have seemed straight- 
forward tyranny. Thus the titles of the great lawgivers of the distant past gave 
Demetrios no help whatever. 

Constitutional practice in the recent past was another matter. Broadly speaking, 
recent lawmaking, from 41 1 /10 on, had been in the hands of boards of vo,oOE'rat.45 

The nomothetic procedure had been a special study of Demetrios' own teacher Theo- 
phrastos; Aristotle himself had deferred to Theophrastos on the subject.46 Hence 
Demetrios was in full possession of the facts; and if he wished to consult Theophrastos, 
Theophrastos was at hand in Athens. 

and his will probably was conceded to have the force of law, i. e., of q /qt(/a-ta and of votiot. To 
give his will the force of /bryfc(JaTa however, was to make him a tyrant. The Phalerian was not 
worshipped; unless we have misinterpreted his whole attitude, he was far from being or fronm 
wishing to be in any formal sense a tvrant. To have himself elected to the position which Solon 
had held was a quite different nmatter (see the following section). Kahrstedt fails to discuss the 
restoration in I.G., 112, 1201. line 11. 

41 Aristotle, 'AO. MAoA., 4, 1-2; cf. San-dys' note. Adcock has conjectured (Camb. Hist. Journ., 
IJ, 1927, p. 99) that " Draco may quite well have been Basileus or invested with extraordinary 
powers limited in time and in scope." We prefer the latter alternative. The exact title is probably 
unknowable. 

42 Diog. Laert., I, 22; omitted from the list in V, 80-81. 
43 Aristotle, -'AO. Ilok, 5? 2. 
44 Wade-Gery, Class. Quart., XXVII, 1933, pp. 20-21. 
45 General account: Busolt-Swoboda, Griechische Staatskunde3, pp. 1011-1013. In more detail: 

U. Kahrstedt, Klio, XXXI, 1938, pp. 1-32. 
46 H. Bloch, H.S.C.P., Suppl. 1, 1940, pp. 367-376 
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In the earlier part of the fifth century, there had been boards of u-vyypa+E's.47 

Autocratic and objectionable, they had been replaced, at least from 411 B.C. on, by 
large (ustually 501 or 1001) boards of vo1toOE'ac. To assist such boards, or to do a 
more extensive job extending over a period of years, the normal procedure at times 
had been to appoint a smaller board of avaypaEJs' of fwhonm one (such as Nikomachos) 
had been recognized as the responsible head.48 The title avaypakEvg would therefore 
seem to have been the logical constitutional term for Demetrios.49 In its historical 
usage, however, avaypa7Ev1 denoted an official whose laws might be suggested, criti-- 
cized, and voted upon by others, whereas the present code was to be laid down in final 
formn by Denmetrios alone. Against aLvaypabEvg there were probably two additional 
reasons in Demetrios' mind. One was that the title had just been used under the 
oligarchy of 322/1-319/8 for the secretary who during that regime had replaced the 
Secretary of the Boule as the official responsible for the final version of decrees.50 
Demetrios had no intention of being conifused with clerks. A second reason was that 
the wlord itself had the wrong meaning: his code was to be no mere redaction, it was 
rather a new creation. In sum, Denmetrios could find no clear guidance in Athenian 
constitutional usage.5 

This being so, Demetrios could safely turn where his first inclination had probably 
directed him, to his masters in philosophy. Their thoughts and their usage pointed 
with practical unanimity to vo,uoOE'rrjg. Th-ie word is frequent in Plato. In the Politicus, 
it is used throughout to designate the " kingly-lawgiver"; of especial significance is 
the passage (294A) rpo6rov rTwa LEVroL &i3Xov o'rt m?Ig /)3aAXKv EOTW r vO7LOOE-rLK; 

cf. also 295B; 305. Throughout the Republic. vojuo6E&r is applied to the ideal law- 
giver of the ideal state: cf. 427A, 429E, 530C, 538D, etc. In the Lazws, it is the name 
given to the legislator: he appears frequently, cf. 660A, 709D, 801D, 835A, 964B, 

W. S. Ferguson in Camiib. Anc. Hist., V, p. 374, note 1. 
498 In 410-401 B.C.: L,ysias, XXX, 2 et Passiw. 
49 Thus Ferguson (H.A., p. 47, note 5), writing at a time when the situation as to the restora- 

tion of TTpaTrq7O" and rE2tW/LEX-qTr was still confused. 
Dinsmoor, Archons of 4thens (1931.), p. 28. 

"A sufficient proof that Demnetrios did not feel that the democratic procedture of 411-323 was 
his proper model, and that popular opinion did not regard his work as patterned upon democratic 
procedure, consists in the fact that the radical democracy of 307/6 B.C. appointed a board of 
nompnothetai to revise the laws (Alexis in Athenaetus, XII, 92 610E). They were still at work 
in 304/3 (I.G., 112, 487 honors one Euchares for his leading part in the avaypao'). There is no 
assurance that this board was as large as those of the fourth century; since it carried out a time- 
consuming and doubtless extensive revrision, made necessary for the democrats by the thorough 
work of Demetrios, the comparison shoutld be made rather with the board (anagrapheis) of 410- 
401 B.C., in which also one man (Nikomachos) took a prominent part. 

Whether the nomiiothetic process was kept distinct from the ordinary passing of psephismIata 
in later times, our only references do not tell us. I.G., II2, 834: Eurykleides is praised ca. 225 B.C. 
because he 'E'CFVE7KEV 86 Ka1 vo'[Mov,3 ---, and similarly Kephisodoros in Hesperia, V, 1936, p. 422, 
no. 15 of 196/5, TE0'7K(09S Kaf vo1ovs (ravfLcOEpoVTas Eq4' oLovotat 7ravrov 'AOp'vatv. 
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etc.52 NoO6E&7rS is also Aristotle's term. The Politics is particularly significant: cf. 
1274 B 36, 1288 B 27, 1325 A 7, 1326 A 4; here the doublet 6 7rtTtKOX 

' 
Kat o VOGoO&ErTg 

or the equivalent is usual; when a distinction is to be made, however, o 7r1AtOtKK6 

becomes the practical politician, who may be the victim of serious defects, but 
6 VO0OOE'rTjs is the trtue lawgiver in the highest sense of the word and is treated by 
Aristotle with the greatest respect: cf. note on 1288 B 27 in Newman's edition of 
the Politics. 'We have already seen that Theophrastos used the term as the title of a 
book which presunmably dealt with the great lawgivers of the past. 

Altogether there can be no reasonable doubt that Demetrios interpreted the 
masters to mean that one of the first duties of a philosopher upon securing power 
was to beconme a vopo6E'rns. The fact that he wTas the sole holder of this position and 
that the whole process was different would distinguish him sufficiently from the large 
democratic boards of VoVoOE'Tat. 

VT. BOUNDARY-STONES 53 

In 1911, when Ferguson sought to establish the date of Demetrios' code by means 
of dated boundary-stones,54 there were 12 such o'pot to consider: they yielded a clear 
verdict, viz., that the Code went into effect in 315/4 B.C. NOw there are 22, and they 
should be scrutinized even if they point to the same date. 

In the following list, square brackets indicate that the date has been wholly or 
partially restored. Items not on Ferguson's list are italicized. All numbers not pre- 
ceded by abbreviations are references to I.G., I12; thus 2654 means I(nscriptiones) 
G(raecae), 112, 2654. An asterisk indicates that the inscription is discussed in the 
Comumentary which follows the tables. Exact dates for boundary-stones of the third 
century are of no consequence for this study: solely because they give convenient 
references, I repeat Pritchett's and Meritt's dates as given in their Chronology of 
Hellenistic Athens. For divergent dates, see WV. S. Ferguson, Tribal Cycles, and W. B. 
Dinsmoor, Archon List. 

52 It is worth noting that probably none of Demetrios' predecessors in philosophy would have 
sanctioned the notion of a general, as general, giving laws. An apposite text could have been found 
in Plato, Politicus, 305a, O?K apa 7rOAXTLtK'V O7o/EV, V7FpETCKSV 7E .oovav, r>qV TrV UTpar-qyJiv (ratuTrsv. 

'53 Professor J. V. A. Fine of Princeton University has generously informed us of the pertinent 
results of his study of the oipot found in the Agora, which he will publish. Dr. A. E. Raubitschek 
of Yale UTniversity made the drawing of I.G., JJ2, 2656. Both these colleagues also contributed 
helpful suggestions. 

4Klio, XI, 191 1, p. 265. 
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DATED BOUNDARY-STONES 

DATE INSCRIPTIONS DATE INSCRIPTIONS 

[-]-363/2B.c. 2654* 30211 2657 
316,/5 FERGUSON'S DATE FOR THE PROMUL- 301/0 Agora I 5579 (unpublished) 

GATION OF DEMETRIOS' CODE 291/0 'ApX. AEXT., XIV, 1935, 7rap- 
315 5/4 2725; 2726; 2744; 2745 a-ftta, pp. 31-32, no. 3 
314/3 I.G., XII, Supplement ca. 272/1 [26551* 

(1939), p. 147, no. 18; * ca. 267/6 Agora I 5873 (unpublislied) 
I.G., XII, 8, no. 19; 265/4 [2656]* 
[27241*. ca. 260/59 ? [Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 65, 

313/2 2680; 2762 (?)* no. 57, with revision in 
312/1 2727 Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 

309/8-308/7 Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 54- 313] * 
55, no. 18. 228/7 2630* P. 163, n. 55. 

305/4 2678; 2679 

Ferguson also noted that the phrase specifying with whom a copy of the con- 
tract was deposited (Kara 'r caVl.4VrOiKag ra KELIIEvac -Tapa rovi 6E&os) is not known 
on o'pot before 316, btut is regular, though not invariable, after that date. The list 
now reads: 

BOUNDARY-STONES MENTIONING CONTRACTS 

DATE INSCRIPTIONS ARCHON 

315/4 2725; 2726 Praxiboulos 
314/3 I.G., XII, Stupplement (1939), p. 147, Nikodoros 

no. 18; * I.G., XII, 8, no. 19;* 
[2724]* 

312/1 9727 Polemon 
fin. s. IV 2701 (no archon named) 

2741 (no archon named) 
2758* (no archon named) 
2759 (beginning lost) 
2769 (beginning lost) 

291/0 'ApX. AETr., XIV, 1935, 7rapapTn7/J, pp. Aristonymos 
31-32, no. 3 

I.G., fl2, 2741, 2758, 2759, and 2769 are not dated by Kirchner, but such evidence 
on letter-forms and persons as he gives indicates that all belong in the fourth 
century B.C. 

Those boundary-stones followT of which a text is complete or virtually complete 
and which have no mention of any copy of the contract deposited with a person. 
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BOUNDARY-STONES NOT MENTIONING CONTRACTS 

DATE INSCRIPTIONS DATE INSCRIPTIONS 

ca. 350 B.C. 2723 302/1 2657 
315/4 2744 301/0 Agora I 5579 (unpublished) 
313/2 2680; 2762 (?)* ca.267/6 Agora I 5873 (unpublished) 

309/8-308/7 Hesperia, X, 1941, pp. 54-55, ca. 260/59 [Hesperia, III, 1934, p. 65, no. 
no. 18 57, with revision in Hesperia 

305/4 2678; 2679 XI, 1942, p. 313]* 

COMMENTARY 

I.G., 112, 2654. No squeeze is available. WVe assume that the tall phi recorded for 
line 9 is a meaningless vagary on the part of the stonectitter: it cannot be an indica- 
tion of Roman date, since the orthography is fourth century B.C. Trhe text records 
two transactions. 'The stone is broken away at the top, and the formula of dating 
has been restored: with sonme justification, namely that E'r' XapKXE8 [o | a?p] xoVro 8E 

in lines 11-12 inmplies a date in the first part. It is easy to imagine, however, that 
originallv, like all other known boundarv-stones dating before 316/5 B.C., the first 
text contained no date; then, that a subsequent transaction took place, in 363/2, and 
was dated precisely in order to distinguish it from the first. At this time a date mav 
or may not have been inscribed at the beginning of the first. 

I.G., I12, 2655. The only possible restoration of the dating is E'rb Ev,B [ov- 
Xov] lapoiov'ro[sl, but Euboulos was the nanme not only of the archon of 345/4 but 
also of at least one archon of niied. s. III (most recently dated 272/1: Pritchett-Meritt, 
Chronology, p. XIX). It was this latter Euboulos who was preferred by Koehler, 
and Ferguson accepted his verdict. Kirchner, apparently without considering Fer- 
guson's dating of the code, reverted to the earlier Euboulos on the ground of lettering. 
Raubitschek has examined a squeeze and his verdict, resting on the fact that in the 
sigmas the top and bottom strokes are nearly parallel. is for the third century (per 
litt.; and Hesperia, XI, 1942, p. 313, note 74). The lower part of the stone is broken 
away so that quite possibly a second date, as in I.G., 112, 2654, was mentioned in the 
part now missing. 

I.G., 112, 2656. Kirchner reports that the surviving part of the archon's name 
is 7/I IAOY and the restoration was [&'t V ]iwvt'8ov. Raubitschek and Fine have 
examined a squeeze, and Raubitschek has sent us the following drawing of lines 
1 and 2: 
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Fig. 2. I.G., 11, 2656 

The text should therefore read: 

265/4 [EVt lItXt] rrt8ov [d'pXovro3] 
[4'pos ] Xcopiov a&ror [q ')aros] 
[KTA.] 

I.G., II2, 2724. No squeeze is available. As read by Meritt and restored by 
Kirchner (without mention of Ferguson's article), the first three lines are: 

319/8 [E'rTt a'pxorov 'Ar] 12-2 letters 
[oXX] o&8pov 3'pos 13 letters 
[xCOpi']ov KaiJ 0i,[Ktc]as3 Kact 15-2- letters 

Kirchner had a squeeze, and he may have studied the spacing for the restoration, and 
the style of the lettering for the date. Even if he had studied these matters, however, 
he would be the first to admit that the lettering and the spacing alike on boundary 
stones are impossible to fix precisely. It should be noted, moreover, that of the remain- 
ing seven lines of the inscription, which is complete in this respect, every line begins 
with a new word, except line 9, which begins with a new syllable. The break restored 
at the end of line 1 is therefore suspect. For the years 400-200 B.C., the following 
names of archons end in -6o8pog: 

366/5 B.C. K-qoto-acopos 
350/49 'AroXX0o8pos 
319/8 'ATroXX0o8)pos 
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314/3 NWK68O8POS 
294 /3 'O)Xv,uVt6o 8pos 
240/39 'A6-qvoapog 

Of these Nikodoros is preferable if we are to seek a name which can actually begin 
the line. A choice can also be made by observing the unusual order Evt a'pXovrog rov 
8Etvo%, the title being mnentioned before the name. This order, which became common 
in the second century after Christ, is found, so far as we know, only twice in the 
Greek period. The other occurrence is I.G., XIl, 8, 18, a boundary-stone of Leimnos 
(supra), where the dating reads E't apX<o0>ros NtKO&8CPOV.55 The Lemnian evidence 
is not quite as telling as it appears at first. It is highly probable, but it is not proved, 
that the archon is the Athenian archon and not a local one (C. Fredrich, commentary 
on I.G., XII, 8, no. 19; et supra). It is true also that another boundary-stone in 
Lemnos of the sanme year has the usual order, 67Tt NLKO8'pOV apXovros (I.G., XII, 8, 
no. 19), and so has the Athenian decree l.G., I12, 450. Admitting these minor grounds 
for doubt, and admitting that the spacing would be allowable only on a boundary- 
stone, we note that the following restoration meets all other requirements: 

314/3 [Ert apXoVIos] 102 letters 
[NLK]08 &POV O'poS 122 letters 
[Xwpt]OV Kat 0o[Kt] aS Kac 152 letters 

I.G., 112, 2758. The lettering is fairly regular and the date is certainly fourth 
centurry B.C. fhe Corpus would have it that lunate as well as four-barred sigmas 
occur in this inscription, but that is an error. No lunate form occurs. 

I.G., 112, 2762. The stone is lost. There were two archons named Theophrastos, 
the first of 340/39 and the second of 31312. The latter date has been preferred by 
editors solely on accotunt of Ferguson's dating of Demetrios' legislation; by itself, 
of course, the text provides no grotund for preferring either one of the two dates 
over the other. 

Hesperia, III, no. 57, revised in H esperia, XI, p. 313. We have a squeeze of 
double thickness. Raubitschek has ably restored the name in line 3 and identified 
the family.56 As to line 1, ntumerous traces are visible,-more than are shown in 
Hesperia, III, p. 65,-but all are difficult to interpret. The first stroke, which belongs 
to the first letter of the archon's name, slopes more steeply than any of the lowest 

55 I.G., II2, 2630, a boundary-stone, wias inscribed not earlier than the Augustan period. The 
dating is apXovrog AEoXapov (without the 4?7r); hence the text is a renewal of one of 228/7. The 
formulae are unique or unusual in several other respects. 

56 Since the last preserved letter of line 3 has the form IT, which is exactly the form of the 
pi in line 5, it should not be printed as induibitable, but as q (with a dot), or <X7>, which in this 
inscription miay well stand for epsilon; or possibly, since n6 other eta in this inscription has the 
same form, the strokes stand for iota tati, as in TtT[Ovos]. 
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strokes of the three preserved sigmas. In restoring e [irT] t [Z] aw [i8ov], Raubitschek 
depended somewhat on Ferguson's principle, the one which we are now testing. 
Hitherto the reading of the two letters -c-v- has been unquestioned, but, if they are 
correct, the spacing is certainlv too cramped to accommodate more than half the 
omega and all the mu, if the mu wlTas as large as the niis of lines 3 and 5. Hence 
doubt arises as to Vt[/t]wv[i8ov]. \Meritt's original suggestion, [Xatp]ov[t'8ov], is 
doubtful for the samie reason. Actually neither the omega nor the nu is certain: a more 
likely reading, it seenms to us, is -op,-. Further. the slope of the preserved stroke of 
the first letter (not recorded in Meritt's drawing) is really not suitable for sigmia, 
chi, or evTen kappa; another stroke seems to join it, and the traces fit a misshapen phi. 
Conformably wvith all the evidence, including spacing, we suggest that the reading is 

E[r] (P[a]To4[axovi. who was archon in 260 B.C. There seems to be a trace of a 
vertical stroke before the omicron. In this inscription the two preserved nus have 
sloping strokes. Hence a slight doubt remains. 

1.6., XII, Supplement (1939), p. 1.47, no. 18. This gives the text of I.G., XII, 8, 
no. 18 as revTised in B.C.HI., XXXVT, 1912, p. 347. The text is not greatly altered; 
the dating in lines 6-7 reads as follows: E7TT aPX<OV> kro NCKO8POV. 

I.G., Xli, 8, no. 19. This is really two documents with texts which are identical 
except for the amounts and the dates. The dates, wthich alone concern us, are ErTL 

NCKO&LPOV ap [xoV] i0os' (lines 1-2) and Ert 'ApXiov I apXovros (lines 8-9). Archias was 
not an archon in Athens, but Nikodoros has always been identified with the Athenian 
archon of that name. To what has been said already in the commentary in I.G. ad loc., 
add that Ferguson's principles of dating and the mention of o-vv677Kat both operate 
to make the period ca. 314 probable; if so, it wouldl be strange to find that the Lemnians 
had an archon Nikodoros just when the Athenians had an archon Nikodoros, if the 
two were not really the same man. Be this as it may, we think it unsafe to date Archias 
in the very year 314/3, since the amount in one document is X (1000), in the other 
[' H H ] H or [XH H ] H or some other sum not 1000. 

CONCLUSIONS TO PART VI 

Taking the o-vv'Kat first, we note that Ferguson's conclusion still holds: there 
is no mention of deposited copies of the contracts in any boundary-stone dated before 
315/4 B.C. But this statement rests on only seven inscriptions. There are ten in- 
scriptions which are dated after 316/5 B.C., but which mention no contracts. Hence, 
as Ferguson noted, mention of uVV6/Kat was not compulsory, and absenice of such 
mention has no chronological value. There is every reason to believe, however, that 
the code of Dernetrios stipulated that a copy of each contract be deposited with a third 
person.57 Boundary-stones were small, and the phrase Kaia i-as' cv&IKas' Ki-A. would 

57 See further Ferguson, Klio, XI, 1911, pp. 266-267. 
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ordinarily dotuble the length of the inscription; hence its frequent omission, which 
evidently did not nullify the transaction. 

Somewhat the same situation obtains with reference to the dating of the trans- 
action by mention of the archon on the stone. Only one instance, significant or not, 
remains before 3 15/4 B.C. (I.G.. I2, 2654). It is perhaps odd that no more are known, 
since whatever reason led Demnetrios to advise dating the stones presumably would 
have operated before 316/5 to lead some persons to date their stones. In other words, 
instances of dated boundary-stones earlier than 316/5 would have to be numerouts 
to be important for dating Demetrios' code. Actually, as against the one earlier stone, 
there are nlow no less than 20 assured instances of o'pot dated after 316/5. But here 
again it would appear that the penalty for disobeying Demetrios' law was not severe, 
since three complete boundary-stones (I.G., JJ2, 2701, 2741, and 2758) all mention 
orVY06hKac and so prestumably are after 316/5 B.C., but none of them has the archon. 

Ferguson's main conclusion appears to be even more securely established. It may 
be stated as follows. Those sections of Demetrios' code which applied to mortgages 
first went into effect in 315/4, and so doubtless were promulgated in 316/5, probably 
well before the end of the year, so that knowledge of them could spread in time for 
them to go into force on Hekatombaion 1 of 31 5/4.8 

WASHINGTON, D. C. STERLING Dow 

U. S. NAVY ALBERT H. T RAVIS 

58 It is worth noting that the democratic government restored in 307 B.C. did not repeal 
Demetrios' laws on property transfers, if one may judge from the fact that several boundary- 
stones of the third century B.C. mentioning dates and contracts are now extant. 
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